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Abstract

A problem not well understood in video hyperlinking is
what qualifies a fragment as an anchor or target. Ideally,
anchors provide good starting points for navigation, and
targets supplement anchors with additional details while
not distracting users with irrelevant, false and redundant
information. The problem is not trivial for intertwining re-
lationship between data characteristics and user expecta-
tion. Imagine that in a large dataset, there are clusters of
fragments spreading over the feature space. The nature of
each cluster can be described by its size (implying popular-
ity) and structure (implying complexity). A principle way of
hyperlinking can be carried out by picking centers of clus-
ters as anchors and from there reach out to targets within or
outside of clusters with consideration of neighborhood com-
plexity. The question is which fragments should be selected
either as anchors or targets, in one way to reflect the rich
content of a dataset, and meanwhile to minimize the risk
of frustrating user experience. This paper provides some
insights to this question from the perspective of hubness
and local intrinsic dimensionality, which are two statisti-
cal properties in assessing the popularity and complexity of
data space. Based these properties, two novel algorithms
are proposed for low-risk automatic selection of anchors
and targets.

1. Introduction
Link traversal is a usual practice for web page surfing.

Extending such functionality for exploratory browsing of
videos remains a new problem. Video hyperlinking, a new
task initiated by [4, 12, 23], aims to enhance the accessi-
bility of large video dataset by creating links across frag-
ments of different videos. The usage scenario is that, rather
than passively searching for video content of interest, users
can comfortably jump between videos by traversing hyper-
links. Generally speaking, two fundamental problems of
video hyperlinking are the selection of link anchors and tar-
gets, which refer to the sources and destination of hyper-
links. Ideally, anchors are “hubs” which lead users to dif-

ferent corners of the dataset, while targets are “authorities”
which provide either detailed explanation of a concept or
contextual information relevant to anchors.

The current research efforts on video hyperlinking in-
clude user-centric sampling of link anchors [1], contex-
tual modeling of anchors [21, 9], the relationship between
searching and hyperlinking [5, 13] and exploitation of rich
multi-modal content in video [3, 8, 14]. One common
theme among these studies is the query formulation of an-
chors for search of link targets. The employed techniques
range from query expansion through linked data such as
DBpedia and Freebase [14], term weighting for speech tran-
script [3] and selection of audio-visual concept classifiers
for retrieval [3]. These efforts are mostly dedicated to the
search of targets, either from the perspective of content rel-
evancy to anchors [9] or link diversity [8]. To the best of our
knowledge, except the ad-hoc heuristics presented in Medi-
aEval benchmark evaluation [11], there is no formal study
on the automatic identification of link anchors from large
dataset.

This paper addresses the problem of both anchor and tar-
get selections from the viewpoint of data popularity and un-
certainty, an issue not yet been considered in the literature.
Popularity characterizes the frequency of signals, specifi-
cally hubs and outliers in this context, of a dataset. Naively,
hubs could directly correspond to anchors and targets to en-
courage users to explore the major information sources in
the close world of a dataset. Multimedia data, nevertheless,
are unstructured and unordered in nature. Due to the lack of
powerful techniques for semantic and context understand-
ing, blindly bridging hubs can easily end up with the exces-
sive number of false and redundant linking. As the purpose
is essentially about recommendation, hyperlinking should
be fundamentally different from video retrieval which pro-
vides a long list of search items for user selection. In prin-
ciple, recommending false or redundant link will adversely
impact user experience. It is easy to imagine the frustration
of users when hyperlinks bring users to “middle of no way”
with inconsistent or repeated information. Considering pop-
ularity without other factors such as data uncertainty and
diversity could lead to meaningless hyperlinking in prac-
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tice. This paper characterizes uncertainty as the complexity
of local data distribution. Imagine that in a large dataset,
the distribution of data changes when moving across dif-
ferent regions of the space. In regions of highly complex
configuration, the probability of false linking will also pro-
portionally increase. Creating hyperlinks with the potential
risk in mind is thus important, for example, by introducing
additional features for reducing data uncertainty.

To this end, this paper leverages two established stud-
ies, hubness [24] and local intrinsic dimension (LID) [2], to
quantify anchors and targets based on statistical data prop-
erties. Hubness measures popularity by counting the num-
ber of times that a point in high-dimensional space appears
among the k-nearest neighbors of other points. A popular
point, or hub, can carry either blessing or warning signal.
In retrieval for example, certain items share high similarity
to disproportionally many other items, and thus are likely
to be retrieved. Proper pre-processing of these items, such
as by removing them from dataset, can improve search per-
formance as studied in music retrieval community [17]. On
the other hand, using hubs to initialize clustering algorithm,
such as k-means, can boost performance [27]. LID, differ-
ent from global dimensionality reduction techniques such
as PCA, locally quantifies the intrinsic dimensionality of
a point. In theory, a point embedded in a space with high
number of LID will suffer from curse of dimensionality, due
to the fact that distance or similarity measure becomes less
meaningful in high dimensional space. LID of a point is
calculated by the rate at which the number of neighboring
points grows as the range of distances expands from that
point [2].

By hubness and LID, this paper characterizes the statisti-
cal properties of anchors and targets in the Blip1000 dataset
provided by Video Hyperlinking (LNK) of TRECVid 2016
[4] for case study. Particularly, the inter-play among hub-
ness, LID and diversity are explored to provide an insightful
look at the anchors, targets and multi-modal feature fusion.
In addition, based on the result of analysis, we further pro-
pose two novel algorithms for automatic selection of link
anchors and targets. The contribution of this paper is on
quantifying the statistical properties of anchors and targets,
and gives light in the way of selecting anchors and targets
based on data popularity and risk.

2. Data Analysis

2.1. Hubness

Hubness characterizes the popularity of a fragment,
defined as the number of times that a fragment is re-
garded as the k nearest neighbors of other fragments [24].
Let{x1, ..., xn} be the n fragments drawn from a dataset,

the hubness score of a fragment x is

Nk(x) =

n∑
i=1

pi,k(x) (1)

where

pi,k(x) =

{
1, if x is among the k nearest neighbor of xi,
0, otherwise.

(2)

Basically Nk(x) counts the number of fragments that in-
clude x as their kth nearest neighbors under a predefined
distance measure. Based on [24], the score can be utilized to
categorize a fragment as hub ifNk > k, anti-hub ifNk = 0,
and normal otherwise. In the context of hyperlinking, hubs
are popular fragments that can potentially outreach to dif-
ferent “corners” of a dataset. A fragment with extremely
high value of score, nevertheless, can be noise that might
not worth linking. As studied in [18], removing these noises
can improve the classification performance by 1%-5%.

By viewing Nk(x) of all fragments as a probability dis-
tribution, the hubness of a dataset can be further character-
ized by the degree of skewness, defined as

SNk
=
E (Nk − µNk

)
3

σ3
Nk

(3)

which is the third moment of the distribution, with µNk
and

σNk
as the mean and standard deviation respectively. Ac-

cording to [24], hubness exists in a dataset when SNk
> 1.

The bigger this value is, the less number of hubs in the
dataset. In short, skewness gives a statistical sense of
whether a dataset is appropriate for hyperlinking, and its
degree indicates the proportion of fragments that could be
regarded as hubs for hyperlinking.

2.2. Local intrinsic dimension (LID)

Intrinsic dimensionality refers to the minimal number of
dimensions required to globally describe a dataset. Local
intrinsic dimension (LID), instead, characterizes this prop-
erty locally with respect to the neighbourhood structure of a
fragment x. The higher the value of LID is for x, the more
difficult or risky to describe the neighbourhood of x under
a predefined distance function. In this paper, we employ
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [2] for calculation
of LID. Consider n number of fragments in the vicinity of x
with distance smaller than ω, and let {l1, l2, ..., ln} be their
distances sorted in ascending order in the range of [0, w).
The LID of x is define as

ÎDL = −

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

ln
li
ω

)−1

(4)



where li is a distance which is always larger than 0. Due
to the problem of floating point representation, li may be
treated as 0. In this case, li is set to the smallest value that
can be recognized by the computer. LID in principle char-
acterizes the risk of hyperlinking. Specifically, the chance
of creating false links can be proportional to the number of
LID. When the dimensionality is high, one may consider us-
ing a different distance measure or inclusion of multi-modal
features to reduce the number of dimensions before link es-
tablishment.

2.3. Simulation

In this section, we use hubness and LID to analyze the
statistical property of the Blip10000 dataset [25], which is
the same dataset used by TRECVid 2016 benchmark for
video hyperlinking [4]. The dataset consists of 340,342
fragments from around 3000 hours of videos.

2.3.1 Does hubness exist?

As the dataset is huge, we employ sampling strategy to ran-
domly select a subset of fragments for experiment. Three
popularly employed features are considered in this simula-
tion:

• CNN: Deep feature extracted from ResNet-50 [19]. The
pool-5 feature, which is averagely pooled from the fea-
ture maps of last convolution layer, is employed. The
dimension of feature is 2,048.

• Concept: High-level feature composed of the classifier
responses of 1,000 ImageNet concepts [10]. The clas-
sifiers are learned with ResNet-50 and the feature is in
1,000 dimensions.

• Text: Bag-of-words feature extracted from automatic
speech recognition (ASR) transcript and video metadata.
The feature is weighted with TF-IDF and is in 32,797 di-
mensions.

Table 1 shows the simulation result. For all the three fea-
tures, the skewness values are greater than 1.0, clearly indi-
cating the existence of hubness in the dataset. Text feature,
in particular, is much skew than CNN and Concept features.
The high skewness can signal the less discriminative power
of text than visual features for some fragments. We pick up
the fragments with high value and notice that most of them
correspond to lengthy speech with general content. Appar-
ently these are not ideal candidates for link anchors.

When both visual features are early fused, the value of
skewness increases. We speculate that fusion actually dis-
ambiguates some pairwise similarities due to the inclusion
of new modality, resulting in less number of hubs and hence
higher value of skewness. When all the three features are
fused, the skewness value keeps increase. Nevertheless, the

Table 1. Skewness of hub scores in Blip10000 dataset. The experi-
ment is run for multiple times. Each time the number of fragments
being sample is in the range of 11,481 to 44,602. The last column
corresponds to the skewness of distribution, by setting k = 10
nearest neighbors and using cosine similarity.

dim SN10

CNN 2,048 [0.94-1.83]
Concept 1,000 [1.42-2.03]
Text 32,797 [3.74-4.97]
CNN+Concept 3,048 [1.42-1.96]
CNN+Concept+Text 35,845 [2.68-3.97]
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Figure 1. The hub score of 122 anchors in Blip10000.

value is not as high as that of text feature alone. With the
result, we conclude that multi-model fusion is likely to pro-
duce a better result in anchor or target selection than any of
the three single modalities.

2.3.2 How popular and risky are the anchors?

We use 122 anchors provided in the dataset for simula-
tion. These anchors are manually identified as being the
fragments of interest that users would likely to further ex-
plore more information from. We calculate the hub scores
of the anchors using the combination of three features over
the whole Blip10000 dataset. We set the number of nearest
neighbors k = 10, and the result is shown in Figure 1. As a
user is not likely to continue watching a video if no relevant
content is found after few minutes, we consider only the first
3-minute of a fragment during the calculation. Among the
122 anchors, 114 of them are regarded as hubs for having
values greater than 10, i.e., Nk > k. As shown in Figure
1, majority of anchors indeed have hub score much higher
than k = 10.

We further investigate the interplay between hubness and
LID. As shown in Figure 2, the average LID of anchors is
33, which is significantly less than the global intrinsic di-
mension (53) of the whole dataset calculated using [20]. As
shown in Figure 2, majority of anchors are with values in
the range of 20 to 40, basically showing low risk in hyper-
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Figure 2. The relationship between hubness, LID, and diversity.
The number indicates anchor ID. The color and size of radius show
the diversity of an anchor.

linking in such a low dimensionality. Finally, we also take
into consideration of the role of diversity in hyperlinking.
We calculate diversity as the average pairwise distance be-
tween the 30 nearest neighbors of an anchor. The result is
presented in Figure 2, where diversity is visualized by the
radius of an anchor. It is not surprising to see that the value
of diversity is somewhat inversely proportional to the hub
score. Nevertheless, for anchors with higher LID value, the
diversity value tends to be small. The result basically can
give a clue that these are difficult anchors for hyperlinking.

Note that the 122 anchors actually belong to two sets.
The first 28 are development anchors focusing on what peo-
ple say [12], while the latter are 94 testing anchors convey-
ing verbal visual information [15]. We also notice some
fundamental difference between the two sets of anchors.
Among the anchors with hubness > 122 as shown in Figure
1, 58% of them are from development anchors versus 42%
from testing. Similarly in Figure 2, for LID > 50, there are
67% (33%) from development (testing) anchors. Based on
this statistics, we speculate that testing anchors shall gener-
ate overall better performance in hyperlinking.

2.3.3 How different are targets from anchors?

We use 607 ground-truth link targets provided for 28 an-
chors in this simulation. Similar to anchors, these targets
are manually judged as worth for hyperlinking. Figure 3
shows the distribution of target fragments in terms of hub-
ness and LID. First, the hub scores are much lower than that
of anchors. Second, a larger portion of fragments (94%) are
cluttered in the LID interval of 20-40 than anchors. An in-
teresting observation is that, different from anchors, a lower
value of LID for a target may not correspond to a higher
value of hub score. This can be explained by the fact that
targets are more specific in content for detailing certain as-
pects of anchors, and thus are with lower hub scores than
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Figure 3. The distribution of 607 targets in the 2D space of LID
and hubness.

anchors. Similarly as in the previous subsection, we further
investigate the degree of diversity for the targets. The av-
erage distance among the 30 nearest neighbors of targets is
larger than that of anchors. The result shows that the neigh-
borhood regions of targets are sparser or diverse.

3. Algorithm
We assume that the set of ground-truth anchors and tar-

gets are preferred examples for video hyperlinking. Based
on the simulation results in Section 2.3, we speculate that
both anchors and targets should have high value of hubness
and diversity, while with lower value of LID. With this, we
formulate the selection of anchors and targets as an opti-
mization problem as following.

Let X = [x1, x2, ..., xn] ∈ Rd×n as a dataset with n
fragments, where xi denotes the feature of ith fragment and
d is feature dimension. The corresponding hub scores and
LID values are denoted asH = [h1, h2, ..., hn] ∈ Rn×1 and
D = [d1, d2, ..., dn] ∈ Rn×1 respectively. Furthermore, let
A be an affinity matrix, where its element Ai,j indicates the
distance between fragments xi and xj . The optimization
aims to select k out of n fragments as either anchors or tar-
gets with the objective function

max
Y

(
Y tH

k
− Y tD

k
+

Y tAY

k (k − 1)

)
,

s.t.
∑
i

yi = k, yi ∈ {0, 1}
(5)

where Y = [y1, y2, ..., yn] ∈ Rn×1 is a binary indicator
vector, with yi = 1 means to select fragment xi and other-
wise. Basically the objective function is to sample a prede-
fined number of fragments that are popular and diverse but
with low risk in hyperlinking.

Optimizing Equation (5) is difficult, nevertheless, due to
the 0-1 selection constraint imposed by the indicator vector.



We relax the constraint to y ∈ [0, 1], as following

max
Y

(
Y tH

k
− Y tD

k
+

Y tAY

k (k − 1)

)
,

s.t.
∑
i

yi = k, yi ∈ [0, 1]
(6)

making the formulation similar to the standard quadratic
programming problem. The major difference lies in the
constraint yi ∈ [0, 1] to prevent the solution from being
dominated by a small number of fragments. In our solu-
tion, two Lagrangian multipliers, µi and βi, are introduced
for each variable yi ∈ Y . Furthermore, an additional multi-
plier λ is used for the constraint

∑
i yi = k. Equation (6) is

turned into the form of

max
Y

(
Y tH

k
− Y tD

k
+

Y tAY

k (k − 1)

)
−λ(

∑
i

yi− k) +
∑
i

uiyi +
∑
i

βi(1− yi)

s.t.
∑
i

yi = k, yi ∈ [0, 1]

(7)

Based on the Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions [16],
the solution that maximizes Equation (7) must satisfy the
following first-order necessary conditions

(
H
k −

D
k + 2AY

k(k−1)

)
i
− λ+ µi − βi = 0

∑
i uiyi = 0∑

i βi(1− yi) = 0

(8)

where the subscript i can be viewed as index to a fragment.
Since yi, mi and bi are non-negative, the KKT conditions
can be rewritten to

ri(y) =

(
H

k
− D

k
+

2AY

k (k − 1)

)
i


≤ λ yi = 0

= λ yi ∈ (0, 1)

> λ yi = 1
(9)

which elegantly quantifies a fragment into three categories
based on the value of λ. The value returned by the function
ri is treated as the “reward” of a fragment. To this end, we
employ pairwise updating algorithm [22] for optimization.
In each iteration, two variables yi and yj , i 6= j, will be
updated as following

ŷl =


yl, l 6= i, l 6= j;

yl + α, l = i;

yl − α, l = j;

(10)

By some mathematical manipulations, it can be shown that
the value of α is

α =



min(yj , i− yi), σ ≥ 0 and η > 0;

min
(
yj , i− yi, k(k−1)(rj(y)−ri(y)

Aii+Ajj−2Aij

)
, σ < 0 and η > 0;

min(yj , i− yi), σ > 0 and η = 0;

(11)

where σ = Aii + Ajj − 2Aij and η = ri(y) − rj(y).
To guarantee algorithm convergence, the pairs of fragments
for updating should be carefully selected based on their re-
wards in Equation 9. Specifically, ri(y) should correspond
to the fragment with the highest reward among the frag-
ments whose rewards are smaller or equal to λ. While for
rj(y), the fragment with the smallest reward among those
whose rewards are larger or equal to λ should be selected.

4. Selection of anchors and targets

A critical step that governs the selection of fragments is
the initialization of the binary indicator vector Y . In princi-
ple, the initialization tunes the optimization to favor selec-
tion of certain fragments. In the implementation, we lever-
age this trick for the selection of anchors and targets. We
propose two algorithms: Hub-first and LID-first, where the
former (latter) prioritizes fragments higher (smaller) in hub-
ness (LID). The Hub-first algorithm initializes Y by setting
yi = 1 for variables that correspond to the fragments with
the first k largest hub scores. Similarly for the LID-first al-
gorithm which sets yi = 1 for fragments corresponds to the
first k smallest LID values. Based on the simulation results
in 2.3, anchors are preferable to be high in hubness and low
in LID. In such case, ideally either hub-first or LID-first is
appropriate for identification of anchors. On the other hand,
as targets are more specific in content, their hub scores are
generally not as high as anchors. LID-first appears to be
more appropriate for target selection.

5. Experiments

The experiments are conducted on the full Blip10000
dataset [25]. The hubness, LID, and diversity of each frag-
ment are offline precomputed over the whole dataset.

5.1. Anchor selection

The experiment assesses the ability to rank the 122 an-
chors provided by TRECVid LNK. As there is no ground-
truth of whether one anchor is better than another for hyper-
linking, we conduct the user study to evaluate the quality of
anchors. Ideally, an anchor should deliver the message that
users would like to further explore. A necessary though not



sufficient condition is that such message should be unam-
biguous and explicit to most users. In this study, we recruit
a total of 15 graduate students as evaluators, who are not
native English speakers. They are instructed to watch 122
anchor fragments and then note down the messages of an-
chors in words. Note that the students are not familiar with
video hyperlinking and Blip10000 dataset. Hence, the mes-
sages represent the understanding of key video content from
their own perspectives. For each anchor, we manually check
the 15 descriptions and then assign a score in the range be-
tween 0 and 15, indicating the number of descriptions that
are consistent in meaning. Through this process, the quality
of each anchor is reflected by a subjective score and used
for the experiment.

We compare the performances of four algorithms: Hub,
LID, Hub-first, and LID-first. The algorithm “Hub” ranks
anchors based on their hub scores in descending order, and
similarly for “LID” which performs ranking in ascending
order of LID values. We assess the overall performance of
top-K ranked anchors by averaging their subjective scores
obtained in the user studies. The higher the average score
is, the better an algorithm is. The result is presented in
Table 2 using the combination of CNN, Concept and Text
features. Overall, LID seems to be better coincident with
human perception than hubness in evaluating the anchor
qualities. Ranking anchors purely based on hub score runs
into the risk of selecting noisy fragments, and the perfor-
mance is consistently the worst across different values of
top-K. Ranking anchors purely based on hub score runs
into the risk of selecting noisy fragments. The performance
is consistently the worst across different values of top-K,
and sometimes is even worse than Random run. The pro-
posed two algorithms, which takes into account the inter-
play among hubness, LID, and diversity, significantly out-
performs the baselines Hub and LID. From the result, LID-
first algorithm shows an edge over Hub-first. We believe
that this is due to the bias in the user study, where fragments
with one single theme are likely to receive higher subjective
score than fragments with multi-perspective themes. The
result of LID-first is somewhat close to oracle, implying
a certain degree of consistency between statistical analysis
and human cognition of what should be an ideal anchor.

5.2. Target selection

In this experiment, we treat each anchor as a query and
conduct search of top-K target candidates. The top-k candi-
dates are then re-ranked respectively by four different algo-
rithms. As in TRECVid LNK, the performance is measured
by mean average precision (mAP) at a depth of K in a rank
list. The mAP is calculated over 28 anchors which have
ground-truth targets provided by TRECVid. The number of
ground-truth targets for each anchor ranges from 9 to 38.
Table 3 shows the performances of four different algorithms

Table 2. Result of anchor selection. Oracle and Random are simu-
lation runs, where the former shows the best possible performance
and the latter selects anchor in random.

K=10 K=20 K=40
Hub 3.53 4.67 5.60
LID 5.93 6.13 6.60
Hub-first 6.53 8.47 7.80
LID-first 7.40 8.26 8.33
Oracle 12.15 11.58 10.63
Random 4.40 5.13 5.33

Table 3. Comparison of target selection with mAP

mAP@10 mAP@20 mAP@50
Hub 0.06 0.09 0.13
LID 0.08 0.11 0.15
Hub-first 0.09 0.13 0.17
LID-first 0.10 0.13 0.17

Table 4. Performance of LID-first algorithm on different features.
The % in parenthesis indicates the relative improvement when
LID-first is not in used.

mAP@10 mAP@20 mAP@50
CNN 0.07 (1%) 0.11 (5%) 0.13 (5%)
Concept 0.04 (216%) 0.05 (163%) 0.07 (106%)
Text 0.04 (46%) 0.05 (71%) 0.08 (53%)
CNN+Concept 0.08 (32%) 0.11 (26%) 0.14 (24%)
LDA 0.02 (30%) 0.03 (42%) 0.05 (19%)
CM LDA 0.04 (-8%) 0.08 (19%) 0.09 (18% )
CNN+
Concept+Text 0.10 (26%) 0.13 (23%) 0.17 (28%)

based on the fusion of three features. Similar performance
trend is observed as anchor selection.

We further show the effect of different features and their
combinations for target selection. In addition to CNN, Con-
cept and Text, the feature being considered are the topic-
level representation, which has been reported in [26] as re-
liable for video hyperlinking. Two kinds of topic model-
ing are considered: the classic Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [7] using text features, and cross-modal LDA (CM-
LDA) using Concept and CNN features based on the im-
plementation of [6]. Table 4 lists the result of the LID-first
algorithm on different features. As can be seen, LID-first
algorithm consistently introduce improvement for various
features across different levels of depth. More importantly,
such improvement is also noticed when different features
are early fused, signifying the merit of manipulating hub,
LID, and diversity for target selection.



6. Discussion & Conclusion
We have presented the study of hubness and LID in

quantifying the characteristics of anchors and targets. The
study clearly shows the existence of hubness phenomenon
in Blip10000 dataset. Particularly, the textual feature ap-
pears to be noisy resulting in fragments with extremely high
hub scores. By fusion with deep and concept level features,
the distribution of hubness is less skew implying a higher
chance of achieving better performance with both text and
visual features. Among the 122 anchors, 114 of them are
regarded as hubs. Meanwhile, only 4 of them have local
intrinsic dimensionality higher than the global intrinsic di-
mensionality of the entire dataset. When considering both
hubness and LID, the majority of anchors are hubs with low
to moderate risk in hyperlinking. By assuming that these
are the required characteristics of anchors and targets, we
take the bravery to propose the Hub-first and LID-first al-
gorithms. Through the user study, surprisingly both algo-
rithms somewhat align with human cognition of what could
be think of as anchors. Furthermore, by applying the al-
gorithms to re-rank targets, noticeable improvement is also
attained across different modalities and their combinations.
Basically, we can safely conclude that a fragment quantified
as the hub with low local intrinsic dimensionality are likely
to be a good anchor or target. Currently, it is still not clear
of how the quality of anchors will correlate with the per-
formance of target identification, which will be our future
research direction.
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